
Week 1 - based on 1 hour training

Drill 1 - Ball Introduction Warm Up 5 minutes

This drill can be used every day to give each play repetition on the ball.  Do this for 5-10 minutes

Exercise Objectives:
This drill is great to get players of this age used to touching the ball, you can show the different parts of the foot they
can use to move the ball around in the zone you provide. Ie inside of the foot, laces, or outside of the foot.

Field Preparation
Every Player w a ball
You can mark out up to 20 x 20 yards or smaller if needed by using cones in a square pattern

Coaching Pointers:
Players try to move the ball from left to right foot while moving at a comfortable pace, you can over the season
progress this and have them do a slow jog if they are ready.
Every so often use a command either of the whistle or say stop, and the players is to stop the ball only using their foot

Drill 2: Push Pass ( this is the most common pass used in Soccer) 5

Objective:
To introduce passing to the player and using the proper way of passing, this is called Push Pass

Field Preparation:
In groups of 2 and only one ball

Coaching Points:
2 players positioned one standing, one player kneeling down, the player kneeling will slowly roll the ball to their
partner, the player standing will step towards it and perform the “Push Pass”.  Now the push pass is very easy, you
use the inside part of the foot and simply push through the ball.

Points to emphasize on, you can always have the one player hold the ball as well and have the standing partner step
towards and swing to the ball without kicking it to demonstrate how the pass works.

The coach should emphasize the following coaching points:

Approach the ball at a slight angle.
Place the non-kicking foot alongside the ball, not too close so that it will prevent the natural swinging motion of the
kicking leg.
The ankle of the kicking foot must be firm.
Use a slight drawback of the kicking foot.
Strike the ball with the inside of the kicking foot - through the horizontal midline of the ball.
The head should be kept steady and eyes fixed firmly on the ball.



Drill 3: Four Corners 10 mins

Exercise Objectives:
Practice is designed to improve the player’s technical ability when dribbling and running with the ball.

Field Preparation
Everyone, 20 x 20 yard grid, using your cones, also make either round corners or boxes and you can let the
participants no which corner is a certain #

Coaching Pointers:
Group is starts in the middle of the grid, with the corners described as #s between 1 and 4, each player will begin
dribbling around the inside of the grid, avoiding any other player along the way, on the coaches command (shouting
out a number) the players must dribble as fast as they can with control of the ball to the called out number.

You can make this into a scoring game by a player getting one point by being the first player to enter the circle with
proper control of the ball.

The coach should emphasize the following coaching points:
Maintain control over the ball at all times
Use a change of speed and direction.

Drill 4 - Show me your moves 10 minutes

Practice will help players grow their ability on the ball by having more control and looking to beat opponents down the
line

Exercise Objectives:
Practice will help players grow their ability on the ball by having more control and looking to beat opponents down the
line

Field Preparation
Every Player w a ball
You can mark out up to 20 x 20 yards or smaller if needed by using cones in a square pattern

Coaching Pointers:
Much like the drill “Intro to the ball” we will end up adding a skill move while dribbling
Start the drill by introducing a step over.  A step over is when you step over the ball from outside in, have all players
work on this with their strong foot.



Players can dribble around the grid like the “intro to the ball drill, from week 1” and on your command the player will
attempt to “show you their moves” and this will be the step over

You can progress this drill by adding in other skill moves down the line, but we will use this as the warm up in the next
few weeks and introduce a new drill as we go.

The coach should emphasize the following coaching points:
- Maintain control over the ball at all times.
- Use a change of speed and direction.
- Keep your head up and scan the field.
- Use a variety of foot surfaces to manipulate the ball.

Drill 5 - Numbers Game 10 Minutes

Objective of the Practice:
Practice is designed to improve the technical ability of the “Push Pass” with an emphasis on awareness of supporting
players.

Field Preparation:
Area 20 x 20 yards. Small group of players. 1 ball. Cones.

Coaching Points:
Divide your players into groups of fives (will depend on how many are attending training). Position each group inside
a grid, with one ball per group. The grid is approximately 20 yards x 20 yards. Each player has a number 1 through 5.
The players pass the ball around the grid using the "push pass".

The practice starts with #1 passing to #2, #2 must pass to #3, #3 must pass to #4, #4 passes to #5 and #5 must pass
to #1.

This sequence is maintained throughout the drill. Each receiving player must shout out their number to attract the
attention of the passing player e.g.: If #1 has the ball, #2 must shout out their number to attract the attention of the
player.

The players should move continually around the full area of the grid, constantly adjusting their position. Players
should be encouraged to look around them before they receive a pass, enabling them to identify the next passing
option quickly.

Always finish with a small sided match, even groups or slightly uneven if needed, GKs a must (recommend
they alternate with others, to give players opportunities)



Week 2 - based on 1 hour training

Drill 1 - Show me your moves 10 minutes

Practice will help players grow their ability on the ball by having more control and looking to beat opponents down the
line.  Have players start as soon as they come and are ready and teach along the way

Exercise Objectives:
Practice will help players grow their ability on the ball by having more control and looking to beat opponents down the
line

Field Preparation
Every Player w a ball
You can mark out up to 20 x 20 yards or smaller if needed by using cones in a square pattern

Coaching Pointers:
Much like the drill “Intro to the ball” we will end up adding a skill move while dribbling
Start the drill by introducing a step over.  A step over is when you step over the ball from outside in, have all players
work on this with their strong foot.

Players can dribble around the grid like the “intro to the ball drill, from week 1” and on your command the player will
attempt to “show you their moves” and this will be the step over

You can progress this drill by adding in other skill moves down the line, but we will use this as the warm up in the next
few weeks and introduce a new drill as we go.

The coach should emphasize the following coaching points:
- Maintain control over the ball at all times.
- Use a change of speed and direction.
- Keep your head up and scan the field.
- Use a variety of foot surfaces to manipulate the ball.



Drill 2: Passing Drill 15 - 20 Minutes

Objective of the Practice:
Practice is designed to improve the technical ability of the “Push Pass” with an emphasis on “pace and accuracy”.

Field Preparation:
Area 20 x 20 yards. 8 players. 4 balls. Cones 8 + one for the center. Might have to have more players and take turns
more if you have more in attendance

Coaching Points:
A server is positioned at each corner of the grid. The grid is approximately 20 yards x 20 yards. Each server has a
ball. Four players are positioned inside the grid, each player opposite a server. The server rolls a ball through the two
cones for the receiver to pass back for the first time (one time pass use Push Pass).  The player must pass the ball
back through the cones and on the ground to receive a point.

After passing the ball, the player must check to the center cone and rotate to the left of the center cone and receive a
pass from the next server.

Each player works to see how many good passes they can make in 30 seconds. After the 30-second period is
completed, the coach compares scores, and the servers switch with the receivers.

Drill 3: Give and Go with a shot 15 Minutes

Objective:
For the players to understand the movement, quick passing and movement with an accurate shot at goal

Field Preparation:
Entire team and recommend using a goalkeeper
Use the box in front of one goal, use cones to make it so they don’t move outside a zone, 20 yards wide, and a make
a safe shooting zone max 10 yards away from goal

Coaching Points:
To start the player will pass a ball into the center where the coach is standing, the coach will immediately pass the
ball back as a give and go style or a 1, 2 pass, using the push pass as the option, the player at first can take up to 2
touches to control (advance them as you go to one touch to control or even first time shot)

Always finish with a small sided match, even groups or slightly uneven if needed, GKs a must (recommend
they alternate with others, to give players opportunities)



Week 3 - based on 1 hour training

Drill 1: Pass and Move 10 minutes

Objective of the Practice:
This practice is designed to improve the correct mechanics involved in the execution of the “Push Pass".

Field Preparation:
Area 10 x 10 yards. Small group of players. 1 ball. Cones.
Entire group but can split up into two zones for more repetitions

Coaching Points:
Two groups are positioned at each end of a grid 10 yards x 10 yards. The first player with the ball passes to the
player opposite. After passing, the player sprints to the opposite end of the grid and joins the back of the line. The
receiving player repeats to continue the sequence.

The coach should emphasize the following coaching points:
- Concentrate on quality ground passes to feet.
- Deliver a pass that the receiver can play using "one touch".
- Accelerate explosively without the ball

Drill 2: Control with different parts of the body 15- 20 minutes

Objective of the Practice:
This practice is designed to improve each player’s ability in ball control. The emphasis is placed on first touch being
the most important feature of the game, always advancing this drill using different parts of the body. Ie. thigh, chest
and head, not always just your foot



Field Preparation:
Grid 10 x 10 yards. 2 players. Cones. 1 Ball.

Coaching Points:
Two players per grid, with one ball. The grid should be 10 yards x 10 yards. The players are positioned facing each
other about 5 yards apart. The player with the ball starts the practice by serving the ball from waist height, for his
partner to control using the laces of the shoe. The player controlling the ball should get the controlling foot under the
flight of the ball. On contact with the ball, the player immediately withdraws the foot, taking the pace off the ball, and
cushioning it down to the ground. The player then serves the ball for his partner. Ensure that the serve is a "looped"
serve and not shallow.

Always finish with a small sided match, even groups or slightly uneven if needed, GKs a must (recommend
they alternate with others, to give players opportunities)



Week 4 - based on 1 hour training

Drill 1: Heading Basics 10 - 15 minutes

Exercise Objectives:
Practice is designed to introduce the player to the correct technique when heading the ball. Proper way is to have the
ball hit your hairline, have the players find their hair line when teaching this drill

Field Preparation
Groups of 2, can play around the field that you have

Coaching Pointers:
Two players are positioned in a grid, one player serves the ball for their partner to head back. The players should
alternate serving the ball.

The coach should emphasize the following coaching points:
- Position the body behind the flight of the ball. This will lead to good composure and balance for receiving

the ball instead of reaching out and being caught off balance.
- Remember to keep the head steady and eyes fixed firmly on the ball. Immediately on impact, the player

should swing the upper body forward quickly and make contact on the ball with the center of the forehead.
- The player should redirect the ball to the player.
- Do not withdraw on impact, or this will cushion the ball.
- Do not tilt the head too far back or the ball will skim from the head and possession may be lost.

Drill 2: World Cup Heading Game 10 - 15 minutes

Exercise Objectives:
Practice is designed to improve the player’s technical ability in "Heading".

Field Preparation
Entire group split into two teams, coach will deliver an under hand toss to the center of the box
Use the Penalty Area
Goal and Goalkeeper
Supply of  Balls

Coaching Pointers:



Players are divided equally into two groups. One group is positioned behind the goal to recover missed headers. The
second group are split equally and positioned at two cones placed at the edge of the penalty area. Coach will serve
the ball in the air and between the two cones placed approximately in the middle of the penalty area.
The groups work as a team to see how many goals they can score in a three-minute period. After the three-minute
period, all goals are totaled and groups alternate.

The emphasis should be placed on accuracy and power. Players should time their runs so that they do not have to
break stride when heading the ball.

Always finish with a small sided match, even groups or slightly uneven if needed, GKs a must (recommend
they alternate with others, to give players opportunities)


